
Service-Learning Course Inventory 
Overview 
The GE allows students to take a single, 4+ credit course to satisfy a particular GE Theme requirement if 
that course includes key practices that are recognized as integrative and high impact. Courses seeking one 
of these designations need to provide a completed Integrative Practices Inventory at the time of course 
submission.  This will be evaluated with the rest of the course materials (syllabus, Theme Course 
submission document, etc). Approved Integrative Practices courses will need to participate in assessment 
both for their Theme category and for their integrative practice.   

Please enter text in the boxes below to describe how your class will meet the expectations of Service-
Learning Courses. It may be helpful to consult the Description & Expectations document for this 
pedagogical practice or to consult the OSU Office of Service Learning as you develop your course and 
complete this inventory. You may also want to consult the Director of Undergraduate Studies or 
appropriate support staff person as you complete this Inventory and submit your course.   

Please use language that is clear and concise and that colleagues outside of your discipline will be able to 
follow. You are encouraged to refer specifically to the syllabus submitted for the course, since the 
reviewers will also have that document Because this document will be used in the course review and 
approval process, you should be as specific as possible, listing concrete activities, specific theories, 
names of scholars, titles of textbooks etc.  

Accessibility 
If you have a disability and have trouble accessing this document or need to receive it in another format, 
please reach out to Meg Daly at daly.66@osu.edu or call 614-247-8412. 

Pedagogical Practices for Service-Learning 

Course subject & number    

Performance expectations set at appropriately high levels (e.g. Students engage in appropriately 
linked academic and experiential exploration of the community setting in which they study). Please 
link this expectation to the course goals, topics and activities and indicate specific activities/assignments 
through which it will be met. (50-500 words)   
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Significant investment of time and effort by students over an extended period of time (e.g.  
develop an increasing appreciation of the issues, resources, assets, and cultures of the community in 
which they are working). Please link this expectation to the course goals, topics and activities and 
indicate specific activities/assignments through which it will be met. (50-500 words)   

Interactions with faculty, peers, and community partners about substantive matters including 
regular, meaningful faculty mentoring, peer support, and community partner interaction. Please 
link this expectation to the course goals, topics and activities and indicate specific activities/assignments 
through which it will be met. (50-500 words)   
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Students will get frequent, timely, and constructive feedback on their work from all appropriate 
sources, especially on their community awareness and engagement, and their experience with 
difficult differences. Please link this expectation to the course goals, topics and activities and indicate 
specific activities/assignments through which it will be met. (50-500 words)   

Periodic, structured opportunities to reflect and integrate learning (e. g. reflect on the service 
activity in such a way as to gain further understanding of course content, a broader appreciation of 
the discipline, and an enhanced sense of personal values and civic responsibility). Please link this 
expectation to the course goals, topics and activities and indicate specific activities/assignments through 
which it will be met. (50-500 words)   
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Opportunities to discover relevance of learning through real-world applications (e.g., intentional 
connection between academic content and the community work in which they engage). Please link 
this expectation to the course goals, topics and activities and indicate specific activities/assignments 
through which it will be met. (50-500 words)   

Public Demonstration of competence in academic settings and, if possible, in the community 
engagement site. Please link this expectation to the course goals, topics and activities and indicate 
specific activities/assignments through which it will be met. (50-500 words)   
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Experiences with diversity wherein students demonstrate intercultural competence and empathy 
with people and worldview frameworks that may differ from their own. Please link this expectation 
to the course goals, topics and activities and indicate specific activities/assignments through which it will 
be met. (50-500 words)   

Explicit and intentional efforts to promote inclusivity and a sense of belonging and safety for 
students, e.g. universal design principles, culturally responsible pedagogy. Please link this 
expectation to the course goals, topics and activities and indicate specific activities/assignments through 
which it will be met. (50-500 words)   
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Clear plan to promote this course to get a wider enrollment of typically underserved 
populations. Please link this expectation to the course goals, topics and activities and indicate 
specific activities/assignments through which it will be met. (50-500 words)   
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	Performance expectations set at appropriately high levels: Literacy Narratives of Central Ohio Communities, or English 2367.09S, allows students to explore social diversity, conduct primary qualitative research, analyze those data, and present on findings in a variety of settings, including public. The primary goals of this course are to develop students' expository writing skills, critical thinking, and analytical reasoning , all within the context of a service-learning experience. The class is intentionally designed as a service-learning course, since much of the work that students are expected to complete will be through a sustained engagement with community partners and will involve interviewing, documenting, archiving, and presenting on community literacy practices.Collecting and analyzing literacy narratives—or literacy stories—is an important research strategy that can be used to document the history and current activities of any community. It is especially important in communities where literacy practices have often been under-reported, unstudied, or even negatively characterized. Collecting literacy narratives also provides an opportunity for community members to have a voice in telling their own stories. This course welcomes community members and volunteers who will help students learn about collecting and preserving the life-history narratives of select Central Ohio communities, focusing specifically on stories having to do with literacy practices occurring among members of that select group (note: the accompanying sample syllabus in this proposal identifies area professionals in fields related to science, technology, industry, medicine, etc., but other iterations of this course would work with different groups, such as area artists and musicians, political activists, English learning communities for non-native speakers, and so forth). Community partners use these collected literacy narratives in whatever meaningful way they want. Some churches used them to document the literacy practices in their churches, for example.Some of the questions that we explore: what are the literacy histories of members from the designated community, and how might we compare it to general literacy practices? How is literacy related to the work they do?  What kind of reading and writing do they do?  What is the relationship between their everyday literacy practices and their work-related literacy practices?  What is the relationship between school-based, work-related, and community-based literacy practices?   In this course, students learn about interviewing techniques, read/view/listen to life history/literacy narrative recordings, and reflect on such texts as a medium of social activism.  Students also use a variety of digital devices to record the stories of community participants. Specifically, they conduct a series of life-history/literacy narrative interviews with members of the community. They then transcribe, code, and analyze those interviews to identify patterns about literacy practices and histories of individuals and community sites. This research leads to  in-class Pecha-Kucha style slideshow presentations based on students' analyses, as well as research posters that students will display and present on during a culminating Community Reception event, where participants and the invited public will serve as audience. Additionally, community participants will designate reciprocal relationships for their participation (e.g., copies of recorded interviews, tutorials on how to interview/record for future collections, etc.), which may vary based on participant needs. 
	Significant investment of time and effort by students over an extended period of time: Students spend the first several weeks of the course researching and preparing to enter communities to conduct their qualitative research. Instructors do a significant amount of preparation in advance of the official start of the course, gathering readings, identifying guest speakers and community liaisons (where appropriate), arranging field trips, etc. Students work in teams to identify community members who think participating in the Literacy Narratives of Central Ohio Communities course will be of value to them (this will be done in collaboration with the instructor and potential community liaison, since some of this activity will have been done by them in advance of the course's official start).  Reciprocity is established before interviews begin. During weeks four through ten, students generally spend time with guest speakers and in community sites learning from community participants about literacy practices in those sites. They are also continuing to read and engage in class-based activities. During the final five weeks of the course, students turn their transcribed and analyzed data into a six-minute Pecha-Kucha style slideshow presentation about the literacy practices of their community participants and community site.  They will also prepare a research poster (of the type featured in the Denman Research Forum) and practice talking about their findings. The final project is shared with community participants, as well as the invited public, at a Community Reception event.
	Interactions with faculty, peers, and community partners about substantive matters: Students receive written and oral feedback from the instructors on all assignments (including discussion posts, drafts and oral presentations) and feedback on their preparation for going out into the community. Students also receive feedback from their classmates. Guest speakers from the community and the university provide students with historical and practical information. The course may also have community participants who serve as liaisons who provide students with community contacts, space for conducting interviews, and other support.Assignments:• DALN Literacy Narratives Analysis Essay • Personal Literacy Narrative Essay • Pecha-Kucha (PK) style slideshow presentation• Denman Research Forum style poster and presentation• Class Discussion and Annotated Selected Bibliography • Participate in Discussion Posts • Final Reflection (Individual) Statement • Team FolderOther Activities:• Practice Interviews• Team Interviews of Community Participants• Class drafting of interview questions• Transcribing and archiving interviews• Peer review on written assignments• Class discussion of assigned readings (online responses and in-class discussion)
	Students will get frequent, timely, and constructive feedback on their work from all appropriate sources: Students receive either written and oral feedback from instructors on all assignments, including discussion posts, drafts and oral presentations. They will receive feedback on their preparation for going out into the community (interview prep, technical training, etc.). For main assignments, students will also receive feedback from their classmates. A significant time will be spent in class discussing troubleshooting strategies (technical, logistical, etc.), reflecting on the interview process, engaging in reciprocal relationships with community participants (with instructor oversight), writing up research findings, and related activities. Activities for the course will include:• Practicing Interviewing techniques/receiving feedback• Class drafting of interview questions• Team Interviews of community participants• Peer review on written assignments• Composing written invitations to the Community Reception event• Composing thank-you notes for community participants
	Periodic, structured opportunities to reflect and integrate learning: Students reflect on and integrate their learning in both formal and informal ways: periodic written reflections (in Carmen discussion forum) asking them to apply earlier readings to their field interview experiences; general in-class discussions prompting them to connect their engagement with community partners to the course themes; opportunities to talk about the impact of working with community partners during the public poster session; end-of-term evaluation asking them to reflect on their enhanced understanding of the community.   
	Opportunities to discover relevance of learning through real-world applications: Students gain experience applying their research skills to a real community-based issue like literacy. Students become active participants in the process, documenting, archiving, researching, and presenting on an ongoing conversation of how literate practices inform the creation and development of a particular regional community--in this case, Central Ohio workers in science, technology, industry, manufacturing, and medicine, professions that saw a dramatic period of economic contraction during the formation of the Rust Belt region of the country. Students, through their work in this course and with community participants, come to understand the complex interaction of literacy (both formal and informal), labor markets, community and individual identity, and a host of other interrelated factors.
	Public Demonstration of competence in academic settings and, if possible, in the community engagement site: The Community Reception event provides a setting for the public demonstration of how students understand the role of literacy in their designated community (e.g., regional professionals in areas of science, technology, and industry) by displaying research posters and discussing their analysis and findings with members of the campus and invited community. This allows community members, faculty, and students to interact around what they as a group gained from their experiences. Additionally, as a companion assignment, students will also write, design, and produce their own recorded slideshow presentations that highlight how their community interview subject acquired knowledge and learned skills necessary for their careers and/or cultural identity. 
	Experiences with diversity wherein students demonstrate intercultural competence and empathy with people and worldview frameworks that may differ from their own: The goal of this course is to introduce students to a community or group with which they likely have little familiarity, whether that community be defined in terms of common ethnic background, a shared faith tradition, or, as is the case with the sample syllabus, a professional area such as science, technology, and industry. Since many of the students have never thought about literacy as anything more than encoding and decoding, they will also be expected to examine how literate practices help to characterize, shape, and sustain a group of people with similar communal identity. Through this experience, students will be challenged to see how factors such as class, gender, race and ethnicity, able-bodiedness, and a host of other factors matters in our thinking about and research on the topic of literacy.  They begin to understand the relationship between literacy, place, and categories of identity. To establish a working relationship with community participants in order to conduct effective interviews, students must engage in effective intercultural communication. Often, they need to negotiate border crossing. Course readings, class discussions, and other resources shared in class are essential preparation before going out into the community, as they are foundational to developing cultural competence and empathy.In class, students reflect on and discuss topics that include:• Writing and thinking analytically;• Presenting their strengths and weaknesses as a potential team member;• Writing for, writing with, and writing about a community.Students will focus on readings such as the following:• “Ethics and Politics in Oral History Research” and “Interviewing” from Catching Stories•  Campano, Ghiso, and Welch, “Ethical and Professional Norms in Community-Based Research” • The Common Rule and related ethical guidelines covering the collection of oral historiesStudents openly discuss their positionality as OSU students going into their designated communities, thus coming to understand the community participants as experts who are donating their time and stories. 
	Explicit and intentional efforts to promote inclusivity and a sense of belonging and safety for students: Literacy Narratives of Central Ohio Communities intentionally highlights the rich literacy practices that take place outside university boundaries in various professional and cultural settings. The course puts OSU students in conversations with people typically unaffiliated with the university, allowing students to explore how literacy functions outside of academic settings and among groups with shared professional, ethnic, faith-based, artistic, and civic identities (among other possible categories). As is the case with other versions of 2367, Universal design principles are an implicit part of the overall course outcomes and goals, and are a part of the professional development and training for those who teach the course.  To ensure student safety, students work in teams and set up interviews in public places such as churches, restaurants, libraries, community centers, places of business, schools, and museums when possible. Students are asked not to do interviews at night. If an interview takes place in someone's homes, at least two students (preferably three) are required to conduct the interview. If desired by the community participant, students may collect literacy narratives through Zoom or Skype, if all parties have the technology.
	Clear plan to market this course to get a wider enrollment of typically underserved populations: On the Marion campus, a trial version of a similar course focusing on the area community of science, technology, and manufacturing professionals (under a different number) has already demonstrated its ability to pull an audience, particularly among students majoring in STEM areas. Future versions will identify community populations to work with based on potential student interests. Additionally, the course is advertised generally in the department, and course flyers, posters, social media, and targeted emails are distributed. Targeted emails will be sent to relevant academic advisors to inform them of the course and its likely fit. The course description will be listed on the departmental course offering web page.   


